
These are the changes made to the Original pattern, If you purchased the pattern before Feb. 20, 2023 
you have the original pattern.  

Page 5 correction 

Cutting and assembling instructions for Borders and Sashing 

French Vanilla 

16 (2” x 12 ½”) Label L sashing  

• 8 (3 ½” x 12 ½”) label K sashing 

• 8 (2” x 45 ½”) label corner blocks border 

• 8 (2” x 15 ½”) label M sashing 

• 12 (3 ¼” x WOF) strips, cut (4) of those strips in half along the length, making 8 (3 ¼” x 21”). 

 Join each short piece to the remaining fabric strips. Trim each one to (3 ¼” x 60 ½”), label inner border. 

Triangle Border Fabric: 

Cutting: 

• 10 (14 ½”) squares, cut (8) of the squares on both diagonals, label side triangles. The remaining two cut on one 

diagonal, label corner triangles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Inner Border (same fabric as triangle border) 

• 6 (2 3/8” x WOF) strips. Cut (2) of the strips in half along the length making them 21” long. Join each short piece to the 

remaining longer strips. Trim each one to (2 3/8” x 60 ½”), label center inner border. 

Making the inner border: 

• Join with RST, the French Vanilla (3 ¼” x 60 ½”) to the center inner border. Press. Join with RST, another French Vanilla 

(3 ¼” x 60 ½”) to the other side of the center inner border. Make (4) of these borders. 

 

 

 

 

Page 6 correction: 

Friendship Star Correction. Method should be to refer to using the Magic 8 method on page 4 for making the HST’s. Cutting for 

Mustard: 8 (3”) squares, label A 

Page 8 correction: Cutting French Vanilla 4 (4”) squares, cut on both diagonals, label B.  Step 3, at the end I added Trim to 3” 

square. 

Card Trick block page 9: Cutting under French Vanilla 

8 (3 ½”) squares, label A for HST’s 

4 (4”) squares, label B, cut on both diagonals (these are oversized) 

Block #5 Summer Winds  

Under the cutting: Hot Sauce, Grapevine, Marmalade, Blue Bayou, Crocodile, Indigo and Turquoise, Petunia 

Should cut 6 each (3”) squares. 

Step 6 Corner unit size 4 ½” x 4 ½” 

Block #6 Coronation: 

Step 3, replace the color reference from Hot Sauce with Cobalt 

Step 4, replace the color reference from indigo with Cobalt and in Step 6 

Step 5, size should be 2” x 3 ½.” 

Block #8 Odd Fellow’s Chain:  

Step 4: replace the color reference from indigo to Cobalt. 

Snowflake Feathered Star 

On the right-hand side of page about mid page, the end of the sentence was cut off: 

 “Set aside, label Bias HST Star Points.” 

Double Flying Geese Border: the image was flipped, make sure you join the border to the top of the double flying geese border 


